The charged particle distribution in antiproton-nucleus collision is investigated in the framework of the multi-chain model (MCM), where only the leading cluster can interact successively with nucleons inside the nucleus. The experimental data presently available can be explained by MCM without any adjustable parameters, if one assumes that, once the annihilation takes place, the leading cluster disappears and then the interactions inside the nucleus become negligible. § 1. Introduction
Since the importance of the hadron-nucleus (h-A) interaction at high energies was widely recognized, there appeared many models to describe the reaction. n Then naturally the efforts have been put forth to select the models, 2 '~4' and steady progress is being made in this direction. In a previous paper 4 ' it was shown that the multi-chain model (MCM) can explain the data on both leading particle spectra and charged particle distribution, while many other multiple collision models are excluded. In MCM it was assumed that only the leading cluster can interact with the nucleons inside the nucleus successively and that other hadronic systems produced in the interaction become ordinary hadrons only after they have passed through the nucleus.
In this paper, as a further test of MCM, the charged particle distribution in antiproton-nucleus (p-A) interaction is considered. The presence of the annihilation process, especially its strong energy dependence, may serve as another selective test of models. It is shown that MCM can explain the experimental data, if one assumes that the intranuclear interactions are negligible after the annihilation.
In § 2 the basic formalism of MCM for pA process is given and in § 3 the result is compared with the experimental data. The final section is devoted to conclusions and discussion. § 2. Model for p-A collisions As the basic assumptions in MCM for p-A collisions we take the following:
(i) The non-annihilation process is the same as the proton-nucleon (P-N) collision except for the quantum numbers. The beam antiproton changes into an antibaryonic cluster after the first non-annihilation interaction inside the nucleus. This cluster has approximately the same interaction ability as usual antiproton and may collide successively or annihilate with the nucleons inside the nucleus.
(ii) If the annihilation takes place, the leading cluster disappears and thereafter the intranucleus interaction becomes negligible. The second assumption may correspond to an extreme case among possible extensions of MCM in P-A collision, which we take for simplicity in this paper.
Then the charged particle distribution is given similarly to the P-A collision'} as follows:
where 1V, (n) g1ves the probability that the "n-collision process" takes place inside the nucleus specified by P = Ao~n~1 / o~n,:' 1 ( =f=Ao¥'~1 / o~n,:' 1 ) and we put simply
Here the "n-collision process" means the sum of the process with n-times nonannihilation collisions and the annihilation processes after i-times non-annihilation collisions (i<n). For example, (dN3/dy) fiA contains the contributions from four processes shown in Fig. 1 .
The relative weight of the processes in each "n-collision process" can be determined by the probability A (E, x) that the annihilation takes place when the leading cluster has the momentum fraction x with respect to the beam antiproton. *l For *l Hereafter the light-like momentum fractions x and x_ are used, which are related to rapidity y through the relations, x=mreY/(E+P) and x_=mre-Y/mN, where E and Pare the incident energy and momentum of the antiproton and we put mr=0.4GeV. given incident energy E, A (E, x) is given by the experimental data on ufiW' ih / u~nAi 1 at appropriate energy ( "-"XE). The probability A (E, x) is depicted in Fig. 2 for E=200 GeV.
Then (dNn/ dy) JlA IS given as follows,
where the function Fi (xi) gives the probability density that the leading cluster has the momentum fraction xi after i-times non-annihilation collisions and the function P (A) is the probability density that the cluster ,has the momentum fraction
A with respect to the one just before the non-annihilation collision. In the previous paper for p-A interaction 4 l we put In Fig. 4 the A-dependence of (dN I dy) fiA is shown in terms of a' (y) defined by
There is a little fluctuation in the value of a' (y),
especially for large y, depending on the choice of target nuclei and the theoretical curve given in Fig.  4 shows the mean value obtained from the combinations of the four nuclei; C, Cu, Ag and Pb. In our present results no appreciable difference is observed between the p-A and p-A collisions (but see § 4). For small y region the theoretical value is much smaller than the data and this is the common defect to simple multiple collision models; because P=0.657A 0 " 316 according to the data on 200 GeVIc P-A collision, 7 > a' <0.316 in these models. In MCM, however, this defect can be cured naturally by taking account of the rescattering of the recoil nucleons inside the nucleus. 8 > On this point we give some discussion in the next section. § 4.
Conclusions and discussion
We have shown that MCM can explain the presently available data on the charged particle distribution in p-A collisions at 200 Ge VIc, if one assumes that after the annihilation the intranuclear interactions become negligibly weak. Because the probability of annihilation increases as the energy decreases, the lower energy (P<100 GeVIc) data may serve as the more sensitive test of the model. and target fragmentation regions should be treated separately from the central region where the "universality" holds. In these models the annihilation and nonannihilation processes in ]5 A collisions should be treated independently because the leading particle effect of the incident antiproton disappears in the former process.
However, the relative weight of the two processes 111 ]511 collisions cannot be determined so clearly as in our model. In the models with constituent quarksw there may be many possible pictures for the annihilation process but generally the result may differ from that of MCM, especially the assumption (ii) seems to be inconsistent with these models, unless one assumes that the three antiquarks interact simultaneously in the annihilation process.
